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Tesserent acquires 2 cyber security vendors
Cyber security firm Tesserent confirmed that it is in the process of acquiring Pearson
Corporation Pty Ltd and Claricent Pty Ltd, signing two separate share purchase
agreements.
Read more

WatchGuard Technologies
appoints new channel and
distribution manager for
Australia and New Zealand
Network security and intelligence
company WatchGuard appointed a new
channel and distribution manager for the
company’s Australia and New Zealand
operations.

Former Google product lead
named as Fastly’s new chief
product officer
Fastly, Inc. has announced the
appointment of Lakshmi Sharma as its
new Chief Product Officer.
Read more

Read more

Insitec rolls out new connectivity system
Defence ICT specialist Insitec has launched a new
communication connectivity system, designed to enhance radio
network capability on the battlefield.
Read more

PODCAST: Navigating the cyber security market –
with Daniel Lai, founder and CEO of archTIS
In this episode of Cyber Security Uncut, Daniel Lai, chief
executive officer of archTIS joins hosts MAJGEN (Ret’d) Marcus
Thompson, chair of the Penten board and Phil Tarrant, director –
defence and security at Momentum Media to unpack the latest in
the cyber security industry.
Listen now

The cyber security playbook you need to run to
mitigate risk during M&A
Luke Kenny from Trustwave explains why a company’s cyber
security posture should be front of mind ahead of a merger or
acquisition.
Read more

Why multi-factor authentication is vital for a valid
cyber insurance policy
Anthony Daniel from WatchGuard Technologies explains why
organisations must consider MFA before acquiring cyber
insurance.
Read more

Rex snags regulated QLD regional routes from Qantas

James Webb telescope launch delayed after ‘unplanned
incident’

Airbus secures 408 orders and commitments from
Dubai air show

New F-35As delivered to RAAF

Kyle
Security teams spend as much time on false positives as they do on actual
attacks
With a friend in the industry who complains about how much time he spends dealing with
cyber security issues that are not actual attacks, I would have thought false positives
would be much higher than around 50%.
Read more
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